
 
 

 Welcome to Beaumont! As one of America’s original 
Boomtowns, we may have put the Texas economy on the map, 
but now we’re booming for other reasons. We can’t wait for you 
to experience our biodiversity, culinary scene, and surprising 
attractions as we take you all across Southeast Texas and the 
Golden Triangle full of hidden gems at every turn. Earn a limited 
edition geocoin for completing the whole tour and take home 
even more prizes for supporting the local businesses.

P A S S P O R T

VISITBEAUMONTTX.COM/GEOCACHING



Sign-Up:
1. Go to Geocaching.com and register for a free account.
2. Download the Geocaching app for your smartphone or      
     enter the coordinates into any GPS-enabled device.
3. Download and print a passport to track your finds or pick   
    one up from the Beaumont CVB (505 Willow Street Beaumont,     
    TX 77701).

Find:

Track:

Win:

1. Search Geotours on Geocaching.com, and enter code    
     GT4AB to load all the locations.
2. To find a Geotour cache, follow the GPS coordinates and      
     clues to each of the 25 locations.
3. Log your finds and then put the cache back where you found it so    
    others can play too!

1. Each cache is marked with a secret letter or number. Write these  
    down in your passport booklet.
2. Once you’ve collected all the numbers and letters, use the key to    
    solve the puzzle.
3. You can also document your finds on your account on
    Geocaching.com and sign the logbook inside each cache to keep  
     track of your finds.

1. When you’ve found all the caches and solved the puzzle, bring     
    or mail your booklet to the Beaumont CVB to claim your geocoin         
    and trackable tag!
2. Submit your receipts for prizes. 
3. Win bonus swag by tagging us on social media with the hashtag   
    #visitbeaumonttx!X

HOW TO PLAY
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Bonus Unscramble
Unscramble the mystery phrase in the boxes above to receive a 
trackable tag along with your geocoin!

Use #VISITBEAUMONTTX on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram

The geochaches are numbered, but may be found in any order. Record the letter 
code found in each geocache in the corresponding numbered boxes above.
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GC9448B GC95ECY GC95ED6 GC95EQVGC95EFY

GC95ERGGC95ERCGC95ER9GC95ER3GC95ER0

GC95HHE GC95MFQ GC95PRV GC964KF GC9AA4E

GC9CF7H

GC9CKX2

GC9CF6NGC9B76WGC9B76NGC9AN7X

GC9CFJB GC9CN6F GC9CNQY GC9CKDA
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WHAT IS

GEOCACHING?

X

 Geocaching is a global, outdoor treasure hunt using GPS-
enabled devices. Millions of containers called “caches” are hidden 
all over the world that you can navigate to via clues and coordinates 
on your phone. Caches can be super tiny, like the size of a penny, 
or large, and hidden in plain sight. Some will be easy, and some will 
require an extra step or code to solve.

PRIZE INFO:
Complete the Geotour : Find all the caches and solve the 
puzzle for a limited-edition, commemorative Beaumont geocoin and 
trackable tag!

Earn Swag:
Submit receipts from area hotels, restaurants, and shops for prizes.

Bonus Rewards:
Win bonus swag by tagging us on social media with the hashtag 
#VISITBEAUMONTTX!

CONTACT INFO:
Name

Geocaching
Handle 

Receipt Total

Mailing Address

Email Address

Get a free mug
SPEND $100

Get a free hat
SPEND $200

Get a free t-shirt
SPEND $300

VISITBEAUMONTTX.COM/GEOCACHING


